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Abstract: With the continuous improvement of control technology, the application of manipulator is more
and more widely. A manipulator based on Arduino is designed and developed. Arduino is used as the
main control of the system. The hardware system is built by combining the actuator drive module, key
module and metal manipulator kit, and the software programming is completed by using a special ide.
The metal manipulator with four degrees of freedom can be quickly controlled by pressing the key to
realize object grasping.
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1. Introduction
With the rapid development of industrial robot technology, it is more and more used in machinery,
electronics, automobile and other industries. The use of mechanical arm in industrial processing not only
improves the productivity, but also reduces the labor density of workers [1].
2. Overall system design
This paper presents the design of a four degree of freedom manipulator; With Arduino as the core,
the user's control signal is detected through the key module. After identifying the signal, Arduino drives
the steering gear control module to operate the corresponding steering gear to rotate, thus driving the
movement of the entire mechanical arm [2]. The hardware mainly includes Arduino UN3, PWM steering
gear (mg996r, mg90s), steering gear drive module pca9685, 5v3a switching power supply and touch key.
The robot arm based on Arduino designed in this paper can control the multi joint of the robot arm, and
can use the key to control it to grasp a certain volume of objects.
2.1. System function introduction
In this paper, the design of robot arm based on Arduino realizes the control function of the robot arm.
The complete functions include the following points:
(1) Key control function
The robot arm based on Arduino needs to obtain the user's operation requirements through the input
device - key module, and then drive the peripheral circuit to control according to the type of key signal.
(2) 4-DOF control function of manipulator
In the manipulator assembly of the system, four actuators are used to control the rotating shaft, so the
four degree of freedom control of the manipulator can be realized.
(3) Object grabbing function
The steering gear at the top of the mechanical arm assembly is used to control the metal claw.
Therefore, by controlling the metal claw, the corresponding steering gear can control it to grasp a certain
volume of objects.
2.2. Design of each module of the system
Because the robot arm based on Arduino designed in this paper does not need to carry out complex
algorithm calculation, it only needs to detect the user's key input signal and output control signal to the
steering gear drive circuit. The specific model of the single chip microcomputer used by Arduino in this
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paper is atmega328, and the minimum system is used to realize the basic control functions, including the
main control chip, clock circuit and reset circuit. Typical circuit is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Reset circuit
2.3. Power Mod Steering gear drive and selection
As the PWM actuator is selected in this paper, PWM signal needs to be input to the actuator when
controlling the rotation of the actuator, and there are two common PWM actuator control modes:
(1) The processor uses IO to directly output PWM signal control
This method requires the processor to select IO with signal output function to connect the control pin
of PWM actuator, and then output specific PWM signal through software programming.
(2) Control with steering gear drive module
The actuator drive module has a driver inside to realize the precise control of the actuator. When the
PWM actuator is controlled, the PWM signal is generated by the actuator drive module. When the
processor controls the PWM actuator indirectly through the actuator drive module, the processor does
not need to be connected with each PWM actuator. The actuator is directly connected with the actuator
drive module. The processor only needs to be connected with the digital communication interface of the
actuator drive module, and then sends control instructions to the actuator drive module according to the
specific control protocol to realize the simple control of the actuator. When the processor controls the
rotation of the steering gear through the steering gear drive module, it only needs to send a control
command once for an angle, and there is no need to continuously send and occupy system resources. At
the same time, the actuator drive module is mainly responsible for the control of PWM actuator, so it
often supports the control of multi-channel PWM actuator.
In order to reduce the difficulty of system software design, this paper chooses to use the actuator drive
module to control the PWM actuator. The actuator drive chip used in the module is pca9685.
2.4. Pca9685 steering gear drive circuit

Figure 2: Mp1584 circuit
The communication protocol used by pca9685 is I2C, so Arduino only needs to use two IO spoken
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pca9685 to connect. Pca9685 is a driver chip [3] that outputs 16 PWM signals at most, and the resolution
of each PWM signal can reach 12 bits. The power supply circuit of pca9685 steering gear drive circuit is
the primary circuit to provide stable power for the module, which mainly includes two parts, mp1584
circuit and rt9193-33 circuit. A typical circuit is shown in Figure 2.
2.5. Key module
The control demand of the user can be obtained by tapping the key. Since four steering gears need to
be controlled, and each steering gear needs clockwise and counterclockwise rotation control, a total of
eight tapping keys are required to obtain the control signal of the user. When using the touch key, only
one of the key contacts needs to be connected to the IO of the processor, and the other key contact of the
same group needs to be connected to the power supply or GND. By judging the IO level of the processor
through programming, you can identify that the current touch key is in the pressed or bounced state. The
circuit is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Key circuit
2.6. Software design
The initialization program of the system software in the robot arm system based on Arduino is the
initialization of touch key, actuator drive module and TTL serial port. Since the steering gear drive
module pca9685 communicates with Arduino using I2C protocol, the initialization of the steering gear
drive module is to set the Arduino interface connected to the I2C interface of pca9685 chip to I2C mode,
and then set the working frequency of the module through I2C communication protocol. Finally, in order
to realize that the mechanical arm can be restored to the initialization state every time the system is
powered on, A default initial swing angle will be set for each steering gear in the initialization of the
steering gear drive module. In order to facilitate the operation and debugging of the whole system, this
paper compiles the serial port debugging information output function for the Arduino main control
module, so it is necessary to set the debugging TTL serial interface in the initialization software. The
serial communication can only be carried out after the communicators set the same data transmission
rate. The data transmission rate of TTL serial port communication is called baud rate. Therefore, the TTL
serial port initialization mainly sets the communication baud rate of the TTL serial port of the Arduino
main control module to the same baud rate when communicating with the PC, while the commonly used
communication baud rate is 9600bps, Then the TTL serial port initialization of the Arduino main control
module system software mainly sets the serial port communication baud rate to 9600bps.
3. Conclusion
After the whole software and hardware system of the robot arm based on Arduino is built, it is
necessary to test the control accuracy of each actuator to understand the control accuracy of the whole
robot arm [4]. During the specific test, the program uses eight touch keys to control the four actuators to
rotate according to a specific angle, records the theoretical control angle and actual control angle of each
actuator, and analyzes the data after statistics[5]. The test data of one circuit of steering gear are shown
in Table 1, and the actual control angle is the maximum value of multiple groups of data.
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Table 1: Steering gear accuracy test table
Theoretical control angle Actual control angle
1
1.02
2
2.02
5
5.04
10
9.97
20
20.07
50
50.10
100
99.91
180
180.02
It can be seen from the servo accuracy test table that the servo control accuracy of the entire Arduino
software is maintained at more than 95%. Therefore, the robot arm designed in this paper based on
Arduino has high control accuracy and can meet the actual use needs.
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